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Disclaimer

DC Energy is not soliciting commodity pool business or investors or providing any advice via 
these materials or the related presentation. These materials and the related presentation 
are not an advertisement for investors or prospective investors or to the public 
generally. These materials are only for general information and discussion. The information 
included in these materials is not investment, trading or financial product advice.

The presentation may contain forward looking statements or statements of opinion. No 
representation or warranty is made regarding the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
forward looking statements or opinion, or the assumptions on which either is based. All such 
information is, by its nature, subject to significant uncertainties outside of the control of the 
presenter and DC Energy and also may become quickly outdated. These materials and the 
related presentation are not intended to be, and should not be, relied upon by the recipient in 
making decisions of a commercial, investment or other nature with respect to the issues 
discussed herein or by the presenter. To the maximum extent permitted by law, DC Energy 
and its officers, owners, affiliates and representatives do not accept any liability for any loss 
arising from the use of the information contained in these materials.
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ERCOT’s default uplift allocation in the Protocols is based on volumetric market 
activity in the month prior to that of the short-pay

ERCOT Default Uplift Allocation
–Protocol Formula (9.19.1 (2)) –
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• ERCOT estimated that approximately half of a default allocation occurring in 
February 2021 would have been driven by CRR activity

• The default uplift methodology uses the quantity of MWh instead of the amount of 
dollars

— This leads to the significant over-representation of CRR activity 

• Energy trades, generation, and load settle at the full energy price, because they 
represent the actual production, consumption, or transfer of energy, while CRRs only 
settle for nodal price differences

— Yet they are treated at the same value in the default formula

The calculation of default uplift shares in the protocols over-represents CRR 
activity 

Estimated Default Uplift Allocation Shares
-Protocol section 9.19.1 -

Source: ERCOT public 
presentation posted to the 
Credit Working Group 
meeting page for 4/21/2021
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• The allocation in the Protocols today distorts the fair value of CRR hedges 
and disincentivizes participation in the CRR Auctions

— The CRR product works with long-term energy transactions to obtain a full hedge for up to three 
years

— Risk premiums to account for a potential default allocation influence CRR clearing prices
— Reduced participation leads to less liquid markets (broader bid/asks, fewer participants, fewer 

transactions), lower auction revenues, and less robust price discovery

• The risk of a cascading default situation increases under an allocation 
that heavily concentrates uplift costs to a subset of the market

• Allocating half of a total default to CRR activity is not reasonable
— Default allocation should be spread evenly across dollar-weighted market activity
— Default allocation should balance the burden of paying back discounted receivables across all dollar 

activity (i.e., payables and receivables), however not in a way that dramatically distorts the cash flow 
stream

— The allocation of 50% of a $2.9B default to CRR holders who participate in a market with an 
average annual value < $1B [measured by market-wide auction revenue or settlement] is 
unreasonable compared to the greater energy market value of ~$50B during the week of Storm Uri

— No allocation will ever be perfectly fair; however, we need to reach a reasonable level

Concentrating approximately half of the total default risk to CRR activity is not an 
equitable allocation and has a negative impact on the CRR product

Issues with the Default Uplift Allocation
-Protocol section 9.19.1 -
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MISO, PJM, and SPP calculate default uplift shares using gross dollar value, 
which spreads allocation risk more evenly across the market 

Default Uplift Allocation Practices
- Table of various RTO/ISO practices-
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• Default uplift shares calculated using gross dollar activity spreads uplift 
risk more evenly across all market transactions

— Better represents market activity 
— Avoids a high concentration of allocation risk to a single product type
— Using gross value avoids issues with netting where a counterparty could avoid default uplift, but yet 

have significant market activity and risk of default

• Utilizing a look back horizon of three months promotes an even 
assessment by avoiding peaks and valleys within settlement/invoice 
cycles

• Under PJM’s tiered approach all market participants backstop a default

• PJM’s design allocates default uplift to a single risk pool
— Today’s short-payment process draws from a single risk pool
— Avoids potential issues with multiple risk pools

— With more risk pools there are fewer counterparties to backstop a massive failure, which 
increases the likelihood of cascading defaults 

— Who is the ultimate backstop if a black swan event cannot be contained within a single 
market segment or product type?

— Defining and designating risk pools does not appear to be straightforward
— ERCOT and potentially market participants would have to manage multiple risk pools

DC Energy’s recommendation is to utilize PJM’s default uplift allocation design

Advantages of PJM’s Default Uplift Allocation
-PJM Operating Agreement Section 15.2.2-


